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THE LOGIC OF DESIGN AND I'-1ECHANICAT... ENGINEE.RING EVALUATION 

OF THE GAS-CmmUSTION RETOHTING SYSTEH 

This is the fifth in a series of seven final summary-reports 
covering specific research programs performed under the auspices 
of the Initial Program at Anvil Points. A single final report 
containing a sumnlary of the most important findings and con­
clusions related to the entire Initial Program will also be 
issued. 
In reviewing the vJOrk of Stage I and Stage II Programs, it 
becomes very evident that the mining, crushing, and retorting 
operations are heavily materials handling oriented. The success­
ful operation of a shale oil producing complex will depend 
largely on the competence of the design and operating reliability 
of installed equipment. 
Mechanical aspects of the crushing plant, retorting process, and 
supporting facilities were evaluated for their scale-up poten­

tial and suitability in commercial service. These investiga­

tions included materials handling systems, retort and process 

design, commercially available equipment, and materials of 
Mobil 
All 'rl\.C Hembers - 2 ­
construction. The evaluations made and reported herein were 
based on operating experience with all three pilot retorts and 
supporting facilities. 
The Retort No. 3 design embodied the expertise developed during 
Stage I and early Stage II Programs. Process and mechanical 
design principles developed during Retort No. 1 and Retort No. 2 
operation and the mechanical moc~el simulation program Here 
incorporated. 
Basically, a modular design concept was used in the development 
of Retort No. 3 and its internals. Further scale-up will occur 
by adding mUltiples of the module rather than increasing the 
size of the incH vidual components of the module. Therefore, 
modular perforrn&nce provided a sound basis to judge ~le scale­
up potential of various elements. ?his concept was applied to 
design retort systems used to prevent size segre0ation of the 
rrug shale feed, to provide uniform shale flow in the retort 
(spent shale drm~off system), and to di3tribute air and recycle 
gas into the shale bed. 
These retort systems are ju~ged scalable to larger retort sec­
tions from a mechanical engineering viewpoint. Because larger 
retorts may vary widely in shape and size, skillful application 
of sigh principles reported in various Technical Bemoranda 
will be necessary. 
Operating problems have occurred each time the Gas-Combustion 
Retorting Process has been scalGd to ~ 1 r size. New pro­
blems \vill probably occur in a unit larger than Retort No.3. 
refore, future mechanical engineering effort should include 
sign, construction, and operation of a commercial-scale pro­
totype retort element, if \'larranted by economic feasibility 
studies of the process. 
Yours truly, 
12 H~fMt.Wt, 
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THE LOGIC OF DESIGN AND £I1ECHANICAL EIiGINEERIHG 
EVALUATION OF THE GAS-COI4BUSTION RETORTING SYSTEM 
INTRODUCTION 
The former U. S. Bureau of ~;1ines facility at Anvil 
Points, near Rifle, Colorado, was reactivated starting in r4ay 
1964 and was operated during 1965, 1966, and 1967. A research 
and development program was conducted to investigate the tech­
nical feasibility of room-and-pillar mining with explosives, 
crushin~ and Gas-Combustion Retorting techniques for oil shale. 
ilobil Oil Corporation acted as Project" tanager for the coopera­
tive industry group at Rifle which included Continental Oil 
Company, Humble Oil & Refining Company, Pan American Petroleum 
Corporation, Phillips Petroleum Company, and Sinclair Research, 
Inc. as Participating Parties. Costs of the Rifle operation 
were shared equally by the six participants. Each Participating 
Party was represented by personnel on the technical staff. The 
Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation, Inc. acted as 
lessor-of-record and supplied nontechnical personnel for admin­
istrative and logistic support. 
The planned research program at Rifle consisted of 
two lS-month stages: Stage I, to determine retorting feasi­
bility in small-scale pilot plant equipment and to provide 
information as to whether or not to continue the Rifle program; 
Stage II, to operate large-scale pilot plant equipment to 
develop information for scale-up to commercial-size retort 
elements and to conduct mining and crushing research. Because 
of technical difficulties with the retorting process, Stage I, 
which was initiated in May 1964, was extended by six months. 
These technical difficulties were resolved and Stage II com­
menced in April 1966. Experimental work was concluded in 
September 1967. 
The final reporting from the Anvil Points project 
has been structured in pyramidal fashion. Reporting for three 
levels of interest has been implemented: 
• 	 General Mana~ement Summary - a single volume summary 

report cover1ng the entire project. 

• 	 Technical Management Summary - seven reports, each 
summarizing work in a specific area, i.e. mining, crush­
ing, retorting, mechanical models, mechanical engineering, 





• Technical Detail - the mass of data transmissions, Honthly
Progress Hemoranda, Technical Hemoranda, t'1eekly Hewsletters, 
Technical Advisory Committee and Technical Observer 
presentations. 
• 
This is the Technical Management Summary report dealing with 
mechanical engineering. 
The U. S. Bureau of l1ines constructed and operated 
the Anvil Points facilities between 1944 and 1956 as an oil 
shale experimental station. Mining, crushing, retorting, shale 
and product storage, refining, analytical laboratory, shops, 
offices, housing facilities and utilities had been constructed 
on site for this activity. During the period 1950 to 1955, 
the Gas-Combustion Retort was studied and developed. Three 
pilot retorts had been constructed at Anvil Points: Retort No.1, 
rated at 6 TID, Retort No.2, rated at 25 T/D1 and Retort No.3, 
rated at 150 TID by the Eureau of rUnes. 
Experimental facilities at the plant level were 
essentially vacated during 1955 and the entire facility was 
placed on a standby basis in 1956. The facility was not used 
for experimental purposes until reactivated in May 1964 for the 
Initial Program. 
Early efforts at Anvil Points for this program were 
three-fold; the first was to staff the plant with manpower for 
the Stage I research program; the second was to rehabilitate the 
plant facilities to useful conditon~ the third was to complete
designs and modifications of Retort No. 1 for experimentation at 
shale rates considerably higher than those studied by the U. S. 
Bureau of DUnes. Planning and scheduling of this work by the 
Project Manager, Mobil Oil Corporation, had been completed prior 
to the signing of the Stage I Research Agreement. 
All three pilot retorts and supporting facilities were 
extensively revised to accommodate higher shale throughputs for 
both the Stage I and Stage II research programs. Execution of 
the design of this work was part of the responsibility of the 
Mechanical Engineering Group. 
The ilechanical Engineering Group served in a staff 
capacity for all operating groups at Anvil Points. Major respon­
sibilities of the Mechanical Engineering Group included: 
Preparation of designs for retorting, supporting facilities 
and utilities, specification of materials, and scheduling
and coordination of construction and equipment testing for 
all program needs. 
2 
• 	 Scheduling and coordinating turnarounds between retorting 
tests and daily maintenance needs. 




• 	 Recommending programs to formulate design criteria. 
• 	 Developing useful designs from experimental data and pro­
grams. 
• 	 Evaluating the commercial potential of materials of con­
struction, equipment, and systems installed and tested in 
the retorts. 
This report describes much of the work of the 11echanical 
Engineering Group related to the retorting and crushing programs. 
Descriptions of the retorts, basic design criteria, and evalua­
tions of materials, equipment, and system potentials, are dis­
cussed. 
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Sm~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In reviewing the work of Stage I and Stage II Programs, 
it becomes very evident that the mining, crushing, and retorting 
operations are heavily materials handling oriented. The success­
ful operation of a shale oil proc.ucinq complex vrill deoencl large­
lyon the competence of the design and operating reliability of 
installed equipment. 
Hechanical aspects of the crushing plant, retorting 
process, and supporting facilities were evaluated for their scale­
up potential and suitability in commercial service. These 
investigations included materials handling systems, retort and 
process design, commercially available equipment, and materials 
of construction. The evaluations made were based on operating 
experience with all three pilot retorts. Significant observations 
and conclusions pertaining to the system mechanical design require 
ments were established, many of which are applicable to a larger 
oil shale retorting complex. 
The follol.rJing summarizes the major conclusions which 
are also developed in detail in the report. 
A. Crushing and Solids Handling 
The crushing and solids handling systems form a major 
part of the supporting facilities and must be reliable in service. 
Crushed raw shale is very abrasive. This factor affects 
the crushing and screening plant operations, and chute and bin 
design. Recommendations have been formulated to assist the 
designer in these areas. 
Crushed raw shale is also subject to particle size 
segregation when it is stored or transported. Solutions to this 
problem were found, especially where shale is stored in bins. 
Finally, a serious dust problem existed in the Anvil 
Points crushing plant. This will be true of a commercial crush­
ing facility. Adequate dust collecting and exhaust scrubbing
devices are required. 
It was found that continuous operation of the spent
shale drawoff equipment was very important in preventing forma­
tion of clinkers in the retort. The electrical drive and inter­
lock systems that are associated with t:1is equipment must be 
designed with care. 
The use of covered screw conveyors to transport hot and 
dusty spent shale was investigated. This equipment was most 
serviceable and is commercially applicable. 
4 
• Spent shale disposal "Jas not investigated thoroughly during the program and needs further investigation. B. Retort and Retort Internals 
The Retort no. 3 design embodies the expertise develop­
ed during Stage I and early Stage II programs. Process and mech­
anical design principles developed during Retort No. 1 and Retort 
No. 2 operation and the mechanical model simulation program "lere 
incorporated. 
Basically, a modular design concept was u~ed in the 
development of the retort and the internals. Further scale-up 
will occur by adding multiples of the module rather than 
increasing the size of the individual components of the module. 
Therefore, modular performance provided a sound basis to judge 
the scale-up potential of various elements. This concept was 
applied to design retort systems used to prevent size segregation 
of the raw shale feed, to provide uniform shale flo',., in the 
retort (spent shale dra~'lOff system), and to distribute air and 
recycle gas into the shale bed. 
These systems are juoged scalable to larger retort 
sections. Because larger retorts may vary widely in shape and 
size, skillful application of design principles reported in 
various Technical Uemoranda will be necessary. 
Retort No. 3 was found suitable in size to judge the 
scale-up potential of process design requirements. Satisfactory 
operation was attained with all three shale sizes. Operation 
with 1- to 2 1/2-inch fractions in Retort No. 3 essentially 
reproduced that in Retort No.2. Gas flow limitations in Retort 
No. 3 were lower than encountered in Retort Iio. 2 for the 1/4­
to I-inch and 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale fractions; consequently 
yields were slightly lo~"er. Other factors such as retort bed 
height and startup equipment needs proved scalable for all shale 
size fractions. These latter requirements are judged applicable 
to larger retort sections. 
Operating problems have occurred each time the retort 
has been scaled to a larger size. Operability problems caused 
by shale agglomerate and clinker formation were encountered in 
Retort No. 3 when testing the 1/4- to I-inch and 1/4- to 2 1/2­
inch fractions. These were more severe with the small shale. 
New problems will probably occur in a unit larger than Retort 
No.3. In retrospect, Retort No. 1 and Retort No. 2 were found 
to be useful for screeninq studies but were too small in cross­
sectional area to adequately judge operability problems that did 
occur in the larger unit. 
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C. Product Streams 
Efficient recovery of oil mist from the retort offgas 
stream is essential in producing a high product yield and to 
prevent fouling of equipment. The mechanical collector and 
electrostatic precipitator systems utilized throughout the 
research program demonstrated their suitability for this service. 
The precipitator used in the Retort Eo. 3 program ~!"as exception­
ally clean after nine months of service and was trouble free in 
operation. A high on-stream service factor will be realized "lith 
the precipitator, if a mechanical separator is used in conjunction 
with it. Design specifications have been formulated for incorpo­
ration in future systems. 
Nater and hydrocarbons formed during retorting can 
create problems in supporting systems and equi~ment. The recycle 
blower will accumulate water and oil during turnaround and 
startup periods. Stage drains will be required in co~mercial­
size blowers. The U. S. Bureau of Mines had experienced serious 
blower impeller fouling and balance problems during their opera­
tions. This balance problem die~ not occur during the Stage II 
test period. 
Attempts were made to separate the Nater from the oil 
product. While these attempts were not satisfactory, the problem 
was adequately defined and solutions discussed in the text. 
One very encouraging observation was that of the 
dition of the vent gas stack exhaust. The plume from this 
was essentially condensed moisture and rapialy dissipated. 




D. Sampling Systems and Instrumentation 
Novel raw and spent shale sampling systems \-Jere develop­
ed, tested, and found to be more reliable than those used by the 
U. S. Bureau of Mines and during the Stage I studies. These 
systems will be satisfactory for service in a larger-scale 
operation. 
Instrumentation employed in all three retorts was 
unusual due to the extreme accuracy required for measuring large 
flm-ls of solids and gases. 
The use of thermowells in the retort bed will also be 
of value in future operations. Various metals for long service 
life were evaluated. Type 330 stainless steel was found to be 
adequate. 
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E. Commercial Equipment and Materials of Construction 
t1any types of commercially available equipment '<'Tere 
incorporated in the Retort No. 3 design. Various types of con­
veyors, the line burner, mist recovery equipment, liquid product 
metering, blowers, sampling devices, and instrumentaticn were 
evaluated and found to be satisfactory in service and potentially
useful in larger retort sections. 
A comprehensive corrosion and erosion study was made 
of the materials of construction incorporated in Retort No.3. 
These data are available for use in future design efforts. No 
unusual problems or requirements t<1ere found, although provisions 
for the erosive nature of the shale must be incorporated into 
designs. 
Throughout the text, the first three 
words of many sentences have been under­
lined. These sentences note significant 
observations, conclusions or recommendations. 
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DETAILED REPORT 
A. Retort No.3 
1. System Description and Design Criteria 
a. Syste~ Description - Figure 1 
During Stage II of the research program, 
Retort No. 3 was extensively reconstructed. It was designed for 
a maximum shale throughput of 500 tons per day. The U. S. Bureau 
of Mines rated the unit at 150 tons per day. The retort and its 
supporting facilities were previously situated to take advantage
of the existing hilly terrain and available level ground areas. 
The crusher plant was located at a higher elevation and the oil 
storage tanks at 10trler relative elevations. 
Shale was trucked from the mine and stored 
at the crusher plant. Crushed raw shale for the retort was pro­
duced as needed on a work schedule of two shifts per day, seven 
days a week. Here, mine run shale was reduced to 1/4- to 1-inch, 
1- to 2 1/2-inch, or 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch fractions. The retort and 
crushing operations were coordinated by the Retort Group. Two 
or three stage crushing was employed depending on the shale size 
being produced. Rates up to 30 tons per hour of each of the 
fractions were realized. 
Crushed shale was conveyed to the four storage 
bins. Shale storage capacity was sized for two days' operation 
to provide retort feed in the event of emergency repairs to the 
crushing plant. 
Shale, for retorting, was drawn from any or 
all of the storage bins as desired. The weight of feeu was 
recorded. Shale entered the retort at a controlled rate through 
a seal and anti-segregation distributing device located at the 
top of the retort. The bed height of the shale in the retort 
above the air distributor was adjustable from 5 to 15 feet. 
The retort body measured 28 feet 8 inches from 
the top shell cover plate to the lower shell cover plate. Its 
internal cross-section measured 6 feet by 10 feet. The existing 
retort shell was patched and revised for the new design. 
Retort internals consisted of riser-type air 
distributors, horizontal perforated pipe-type recycle gas dis­
tributors, the shale bed height adjustment hardware, the offgas 
headers, and thermowe11s. (See Figure 2.) 
Spent shale was withdrawn from the retort in 
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retort above the recycle gas distributors. Two drawoff systems 
were tested: a single level multi-pipe system and the rolls 
developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. Shale drawoff was con­
trolled throughout the testing period on a volumetric basis. 
Spent shale from the screw feeder flowed through a lower seal, 
consisting of two star-type pocket feeders, into two sealed screw 
conveyors, and was eventually dropped into the canyon east of 
the retort. 
Combustion air was supplied to the air dis­
tributors by a centrifugal blower. The flow rate was controlled. 
A line burner, in parallel with the air piping, was used to pre­
heat the combustion air during periods of start-up or operations. 
Product gas and oil mist were drawn from the 
top of the retort through specially designed offgas headers. 
Atmospheric pressure was maintained at the top of the retort • 
.'-list-laden gas \'las processed through a mul ticlone and an electro­
static precipitator. Almost all of the liquid product was col­
lected from these two units. Liquid product flowed by gravity to 
a decanter, and thence to water and oil collecting tanks. Oil 
product was then sampled, metered, and pumped to large storage 
tanks. 
A recycle blower, with subatmospheric suction, 
compressed the demisted gas. Part of the gas was recycled to the 
retort and the remainder was vented. A bypass gas system around 
the recycle blower was provided to prevent surging. No cooling 
or piping insulation was provided in this system. 
All control instrumentation was new. The 
system employed electronic direct current components. Pneumatic 
systems were used only to sense pressure and for a few locally 
controlled elements. 
b. Design Criteria 
Retort No. 3 was extensively revised for 
Stage II studies (1). The general design philosophy was 
directed toward proving the scale-up and commercialization poten­
tial of the process. 
Scale-up of process design requirements, and 
air, recycle gas, and shale handling systems developed during 
Stage I and early Stage II was to be proven in the retort. Pur­
chased materials and equipment were to be of commercial potential. 
Finally, the retort and all supporting facilities were to be fully 
integrated to provide a complete processing plant. 
Basically, a modular design concept was used 
in the development of the retort and the internals. Further 
(1) See references listed in Bibliography. 11 
scale-up will occur by adding multiples of the module rather than 
increasing the size of the individual components of the module. 
The existing retort cross-section, 6 feet by 10 feet, was 
considered adequate as a Module of a commercial size retort 
element. The six-foot dimension was considered to be approximate­
ly one-half of the practical maximum span of a commercial retort. 
The 10-foot dimension was considered large enough to ~epresent a 
repeating module of the length and to produce any operational 
difficulties which might occur in a larger unit. 
Retort No. 3 internals also served as pro­
totype modules. Internals of larger units would employ multiples 
of the shale feed and drawoff devices, and the air and recycle 
gas distributor systems. 
Process design and projected operating condi­
tions are shown on Table 1. 
2. Construction of Retort No.3 
During January of 1966, a comprehensive study was 
initiated to finalize the programs, needs, and costs for the 
Stage II research program at Anvil Points. Stage I and Stage I 
Extension Programs were scheduled for completion during April 1966. 
Preparation for the Stage II Program was completed February 28, 
1966 (2). 
One of the principal efforts early in Stage II was 
the rehabilitation of Retort No. 3 and supporting facilities. 
Since the Stage II Program was funded for only 18 
months duration, it was necessary to construct experimental 
facili ties in the shortest time possible. Also, the Vietnam vJar 
was being escalated during the summer of 1966, complicating mate­
rial procurement procedures. The cooperation of various con­
tractors and suppliers in preplanning work and arranging contrac­
tual details before the formal signing of the Stage II research 
program, and at no cost to the project, shortened the engineering 
and construction period to a minimum. 
Retort No.3, the shale crushing plant, and support­
ing ground level utilities were completely modified for the 
Stage II retorting program to process shale at a flow rate of 
500 T/SD. The design and construction was contracted to the 
F. C. Torkelson Company of Salt Lake City, utah, on a cost plus 
percentage fee basis. This project was supervised by the Mechan­
ical Engineering Group at Anvil Points. 
The design, purchasing, and construction effort 
were projected for completion in a six month period. Costs of 
12 
TABLE 1 




.Conditions 0Eeratin2 SEecifications 
Shale Rate, 1b/(hr) (ft2) 700 500 400 500 
Shale Throughput, ton/day 500 360 288 360 
Air Rate, SCF/T Shale 6,000 4,800 4,700 4,500 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T Shale 14,000 12,100 15,100 14,600 
Shale Size Ranges, Inches 1/4-1 1/4-1 
1-2 1/2 1-2 1/2 
1/4-2 1/2 1/4-2 1/2 
Retort Cross Section, Feet 6 x 10 
Bed Heights, Feet 
Shale Heating Zone 5 - 15 5.5 12.5 9.5 
Shale Cooling Zone 6 - 7 6 7 7 
Shale Flow Calming Zone be1o\,1 
Recycle Distributors 5 5 5 5 
Distributor Types 
Air Riser 
Recycle Horizontal Perforated Pipe 
Pressure, Inches of Water, Gauge 
Top of Retort 0(1) 
Bottom of Retort "27.7 
Temperature, of 
Offgas 150 
Combustion Zone 2,000 
Spent Shale 500 
Shale Crusher Plant Capacity -
All Fractions, ton/hr 30 
Mist Recovery Equipment 
Efficiency, % 99.5 
Instrumentation and System ± 1% of 
Measuring Accuracy, % Specifications 




this 	work had been estimated to be $725,000. Construction was 
actually completed in seven months at a cost of $920,000. See 
Table 2 for cost details. 
Coordination between the design and construction 
effort was satisfactory. However, material deliveries lagged 
construction schedules because of the general business conditions 
resulting from the intensified effort in Vietnam during mid and 
late 1966. Retort No. 3 was ready for startup November 15, 1966. 
A bound booklet with reduced-size construction 
drawings of Retort No. 3 was prepared and distributed to all 
Participating Parties (3). 
3. 	 Performance of Material Handling Systems and 
Eguipment 
a. 	 Raw Shale 
(1) 	 Crusher Plant 
Crushed raw shale was produced in a 
manner similar to that used by the U. S. Bureau of IUnes. A 
36-inch by 42-inch Traylor, Blake-type, jaw crusher was used for 
the primary crushing of mine run shale. An Allis-Chalmers proto­
type tooth-type double roll crusher was installed as a secondary 
crusher. It replaced the Jeffry Flextooth impact-type crusher 
used by the U. S. Bureau of ;lines. A Kennedy Van-Saun, No. 19 1/2 
gyratory, ~erven as the tertiary crusher and was used when 
producing the 1/4- to I-inch shale fraction. 
Ra,." shale crushing, screening t and 
handling systems were revised to produce 30 tons per hour of each 
of the shale fractions tested (1/4 to 1, 1 to 2 1/2, 1/4 to 
2 1/2 inch). The secondary crusher, secondary screener, and bucket 
elevator were enlarged to handle the higher shale rates required 
for Retort Ho. 3 studies. A dust collecting and exhaust air 
scrubbing system were also installed throughout the crusher to 
minimize atmospheric dust in the plant and to reduce the dust 
plume exhausted. 
Two crushin, stages were used to produce 
the 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch and 1- to 2 1 2-inch shale ranges as shown 
on Figure 3. A third stage of crushing was employed when produc­
ing the 1/4- to I-inch fraction. 
Both 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch and 1- to 2 1/2­
inch shale size fractions were produced using an open circuit 
crushing technique. Shale from the secondary crusher was conveyed 
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secondary screener. Undersized shale was removed. The oversize 
was controlled by properly setting the secondary roll crusher 
spacing. 
The tooth-type double roll crusher was 
a pr~totype unit furnished by Allis-Chalmers for evaluation in 
serV1ce. Studies were made of shale size product distribution (4) 
and maintenance and hardfacing requirements (5). Basic design 
information was developed and incorporated in a study of crushing 
systems for a commercial complex (6). 
Difficulties were experienced in meeting 
the 30 ton per hour rate requirements when producing 1/4- to l­
inch shale. The tertiary crusher did not have the capacity to 
process the total oversize from the secondary screener. It was 
necessary to recycle part of the secondary crusher product to the 
primary screener to meet production requirements. 
Screener operating techniques played an 
important roll in producing specified shale size fractions at 
high throughput. Screen and crusher setting requirements used 
during Stage II to produce the three sizes of shale tested are 
shown in Table 3. 
Crushed shale, due to its irregular shape, 
blinded the vibrating screen quickly if the proper throw and speed 
were not employed. A minimum screener throw of at least 1/4 inch 
was required regardless of screener speed to prevent blinding. 
Vibration intensity factors (speed X throw), suggested by the 
manufacturer, for various sizes of shale were determined to be 
otherwise satisfactory. ~e.~ two sizes of screen~ were used 
simultaneously, it was necessary to use the vibration intensity 
factor designated for the larger size screen. 
Heavy screen cloth was also found nec­
essary to minimize screen wire breakage. Raw shale is very 
abrasive. Initial attempts to use wire thicknesses recommended 
by screen manufacturers resulted in early failures. The following 
minimum wire sizes are recommended for long life. 




1/4, 5/16, 3/8 5/32 
1, 1 1/8, 1 1/4 5/16 
2 1/2, 2 5/8, 2 3/4, 2 7/8 1/2 
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TABLE 3 
ANVIL POINTS CRUSHING PLANT 
CRUSHER AND SCREENER SETTINGS 
1/4- to l ­ 1- to 2 1/2- 1/4- to 2 1/ 
Inch Inch Inch 
Fraction Fraction Fraction 
Apron Feeder 
Speed inches 16 - 18 24 18 - 21 
per 
minute 
Primary Crusher Setting 
Closed Side inches 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2
Open Side inches 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2 
Primary Screener 
Thro\v inches 1/4 1/4 1/4 
Top Screen Size inches 1 1/4 2 3/4 2 3/4 
Bottom Screen Size inches 1/4 1 1/4 3/8 
Secondary Crusher 
Roll Clearance inches 1 3/8 - 1. 1/2 2 1/4 2 1/4 
Secondarx Screener 
Throw inches 1/4 1/4 1/4 
Top Screen Size inches 1 1/8 
Bottom Screen Size inches 5/16 1 1/8 5/16 
Tertiary Crusher Setting 





From the operating experience at Anvil 
Points, the following items are recommended for incorporation in 
crushing plant designs. 
• 	 All crushing equipment should be rugged. 
• 	 Screen wire should be selected on the basis of an abrasive 
service factor. 
• 	 All equipment should be easily accessible. 
• 	 Television supervision of crusher, screeners, and conveyors
is helpful. 
• 	 An effective dust collection and removal system should be 
provided. Dust generation is severe. 
• 	 An effective cleaning schedule to remove dust accummulated 
inside the plant must be maintained. 
(2) Storage Bins 
Four existing bins were employed to 
store crushed shale. Each of three bins had a 100-ton storage 
capacity and the fourth had a 500 ton storage capacity. The 100 
ton bins were used to supply shale for daily retort operating
needs. The 500 ton bin was filled with the shale fraction being 
tested but was only used in emergency. 
Internals were installed in the three 
100 ton bins to prevent rat-holing of shale and to minimize shale 
size segregation (7). These bins were very wide and shallow, thus 
creating an undesirable flow configuration. The shale distributor 
at the bin inlet and the internals used to promote uniform shale 
flow through the bin are shown on Figure 4. These installations 
~ generally effective (8). 
The vibratory feeder at the bin discharge 
had a 1/4-inch slot-type screen as the bottom plate. This screen 
removed the fines and chips which were produced when conveying 
shale from the crusher plant to the storage bins. Screening was 
effective except when the raw shale was wet. Then, the screen 
blinded quickly. 
Vibrating feeders were found to be satis­
factory to convey raw crushed shale over short distances. 
(3) Belt Conveyors 
Raw shale was transported by belt-type 
conveyors. u. S. Royal Econoflex belting was used throughout the 
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system. Although this beltin~ was satisfactory for the Retort 
No. 3 system, a heavier belt 1S recommended for commercial 
~installations. Trainer idlers were used on all conveyors. 
Raw crushed shale has the ability to cut 
belting easily when it wedges~etween a moving belt and a station­
ary member. Chute type entries and side skirts installed in con­
veyor systems must be designed to prevent this occurrence. All 
conveyors should be covered to protect raw shale from wind and 
rain. 




(4) Shale Feed System 
The shale rate to the unit was controlled 
and measured using a system supplied by the Herrick Scale Mfg. 
Company. Because of the research nature of the operation, the 
flow control requirements were more precise than necessary for 
a commercial installation. System specifications were: 
Capacity 2.5 to 25 tons per hour 
Material Raw shale at 70 lb/cu ft 
Lump Size 1/4 inch to 3 inch maximum 
Weighing Accuracy to.5% over the 10~1 feed range 
Repeatability to.25% of setting 
The control system was completely electronic. The shale rate was 
precisely set by using an United Systems digital voltmeter and 
maintained by a Leeds & Northrup Company controller and recorder. 
The use of th~ voltmeter permitted setting the shale rate to the 
nearest six pounds per hour. The rate-sensing element in the 
system was a 20-inch Hodel WLSV r""errick tr7eightometer. Total feed 
was measured by two integrators, one mechanical and one electrical I 
to the nearest 0.01 tons. 
A back-up batch type weighing system, 
supplied by the Douglas Scale Company, was also installed. This 
system employed lever scales, a batch bin, and electrical controls. 
Essentially, 2000 or 2500 pound batches of shale were weighed and 
timed. This system was used to calibrate the rate-sensing 
element and to determine rates over short time intervals. 
Shale was belt conveyed to the top of 
the retort from the weigh house and entered the retort through a 
l6-inch by l6-inch Fuller Company four-pocket feeder. This feeder 
functioned as the retort top pressure seal as shown in Figure 5. 
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FIGURE 5 
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Shale dropped from the pocket feeder 
into a surge bin located above the retort and on to a rotating 
pan distributor. The rotating distributor and shaped bin were 
designed to prevent segregation of the shale feed to the retort. 
Six 20-inch diameter pipes, welded to the bottom plate of this 
bin, fed shale into the retort. This minimum pipe diameter of 
20 inches, is recommended to avoid the risk of bridging with the 
larger size shale fraction in the feed pipes (9). 
Each shale feed pipe was cut into three 
sections, of telescopic construction, to permit a five-foot range 
of adjustment in the bed height. Details are shown on Drawings
RB 431 and RB 432. 
Spacing of the shale feed pipes leading 
to the top of the retort bed was in accord with shale anti-segre­
gation requirements (10). Pipes were on 36-inch by 40-inch 
center lines. The raw shale inlet system was satisfactory in 
service and proves the anti-segregation design criteria valid (8). 
The design criteria are judged scalable to larger retort sections. 
Extreme care was exercised in the design 
of the raw shale feed system to prevent shale size segregation at 
any point. This will b~ a requirement for any commercial system. 
In the Retort No. 3 system, the 100 ton storage bins, the batch 
weigh bin, the surge bin above the retort, and the retort feed 
pipes formed an integrated shale flow path designed to minimize 
shale size segregation. 
b. Retort and Retort Internals 
(1) Retort Shell 
used for the new design. 
The existing shell of Retort No. 
All existing brick and openings 
3 was 
were 
removed. The shell was revised in accord with Drawings RB 424 
and RB 425. The retort was supported by two I beams at the 
bottom. Guides at the toe of the unit maintained the vertical 
position of the shell dur1ng thermal expansion. 
(2) Retort Lining 
(a) Brickwork 
The retort was insulated and lined 
with an A. P. Green Refractories Company "Clipper Dry Press" 
Missouri fire clay brick. This brick was specified because of 
its commercial potential. Due to an error in shipment, a number 
of Nex-KO bricks were installed. The Mex-KO bricks deteriorated 
rapid1y,destroying the integrity of the lining (11). When the 
retort was rebricked, a Kaiser Refractories A1umex 70, was 
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installed on two of the four walls to develop comparative wear 
evaluation. Drawing RB 426 details this installation. v~ar of 
the A. P. Green brick, where not affected by illex-l\o bricks, was 
negligible. Little wear was noticed in the Alurnex 10 brick. 
If any indentation or break in the 
wall surface occurred, the wear was accelerated. Care must be 
taken in any large installation to create as smooth a brick face 
as possible. Hall openings in the combustion and retorting zones 
should be minimized and 900 corners should be eli~inated. 
(b) r1<::tal Liner 
A stainless steel liner was hung in 
the retort during jvlarch 1961. This liner was of shingle-type con­
struction; each piece was in the shape of a wide flat. I. The 
liner covered the upper portion of the retort, starting eight 
inches above the air distributor inlet slots. It was found to 
be dimensionally stable in service. Details are shown on 
Drawing RB 423. The liner decreased the cross-sectional area in 
the lined portion-o~the retort by seven percent, corresponding 
to Retort i:~o. 2. 
The need of a metallic liner in the 
retorting and shale heating zone was not"proven. However, in 
these zones, gouging of brick walls by raw shale was very rapid 
vlherever an opening or indentation existed. In Retort No.3, the 
liner was effective in stabilizing the retort wall. Use of a 
metal liner is left to the discretion of the designer-.---­
(3) Air and Recycle Gas Distributors 
Air and recycle gas distributors in 
Retort No. 3 were designed using criteria developed from Retort 
No. 2 and mechanical model \,Tork. 
Design criteria for air distributors and 
recycle gas distributors were Judged to be valid and to be scal­
able to larger retort sections. The design method is fully des­
cribed in Reference (12). 
The initial air distributor confi~lration 
installed in Retort No. 3 is shown in Figure 6 and details of 
construction are shown on Drawings RB 399 and RB 400. Many changes 
were made to the air distributors for various retort test pro­
grams. Toward the end of the operation, the axis of the air 
headers was rotated 900 to be perpendicular to the axis of the 
recycle headers. Details of the last air distributor tested are 
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The dimensional stability of all air 
headers was good. Where yoke-tyPe risers were installed, gussets 
were used to stabilize the risers. 
The initial recycle gas header installa­
tion is also shown in Figure 6 and details of construction shown 
on Drawing RB 376. These units were dimensionall! stable. 
Carbon steel was foUnd to be a satisfactory mater al of con­
struction even though shale at 1000 F was withdrawn from the 
unit on several occasions. 
(4) Offgas Headers 
A slotted entry type of offgas header, 
shown on Figure 7, was designed for Retort No.3. The slot 
was incorporated to enforce gas distribution at the top of the 
bed. Details of construction are shown on Dra\,Tings RB 377 and 
RB 378. 
The slots fouled slightly in service, 
but did not plug. 
c. r.Ust Recovery 
The mist recovery system was composed of 
multiclone manufactured by Aerotec Industries, Inc. followed by 
an electrostatic precipitator, manufactured by the Koppers
Company, Inc. 
The mist recovery system efficiency was 
specified and measured to be better than 99.5%. This efficiency 
level is also recommended for a commercial installation. Approxi­
mately 75% to 85% of the liquid product was collected in the 
multiclone and the remainder in the precipitator. The precipita­
tor efficiency was measured to be better than 99.9% (13). 
The pressure drop over the system ",as speci­
fied and measured to be four inches of water or less. 
No problems were experienced with the pre­
cipitator. It was very dependable in service. Inspection of the 
internals after nine months of use showed that the unit t'las very
clean. 
The use of a multiclone is recommended in a 
commercial installation to maintain the effectiveness of the 
precipitator. The multiclone installed on Retort No. 3 fouled 
badly due to the small size openings. A unit of different con­
struction, large clones four to six inches in diameter, is recom­








Insulation of the precipitator and the multi­
clone is recommended to minimize condensation of 't'!ater on the 
inner surface of the outer shells. 
carbon steel, and fittings were Vitaulic-type with two-bolt 
d. Combustion Air 
Air ~'1as supplied to the unit 't'li th a Hoffman 
Industries blo\t7er. Cold air piping '(flaS light "'vall, 12 -gauge, 
flange construction. Hot air ducting 't'las made of 12-gauge 
Type 316 stainless steel. Bellows-type expansion joints were 
used in all hot air pi~e runs. 
A line burner manufactured by Surface Com­
bustion, Hodel No. S 27-S 3000, 't'las employed to prehr,"at air and 
dill,tion gas. Haximum design pressure ""as set at 3 1/2 psig at 
a temperature of 1300 F. The burner ""as stable in operation \"lith 
air after the controls were properly adjusted-.­
Primar~ir ~ras required at the burner inlet 
at 1.25 psi pressure higher than the furnace pressure. This 
pressure may be a requirement to be factored in the air blower 
design. 
A serious backfiring problem occurrec when 
dilution gas was preheated in the furnace. Continuous surges of 
one psi were experienced. This condition must be eliminated if 
hot dilution gas is employed in a commercial scheme. A consider­
able amount of fouling of the line burner vias also noticer1 when 
using dilution gas. 
e. Recycle Gas 
(1) Recycle J?lo't'ler 
A Spencer Turbine Company, four-bearing, 
outboard-type multistage blower was installed for recycle gas 
service (14). After incorporation of effective stage drains, 
draining procedures, and steaming techniques during turnarounds, 
the unit perforrn.ed satisfactorily. 
No serious balance problems developed 
due to deposits on the blower impellers during nine months of 
operation. Balance probleJl'ls had been experienced by t'1e U. s. 
Bureau of Bines \Alhen operating a hi0her speed, but smaller 
diameter, Spencer blo\tler for recycle gas service. The cleanli­
ness of the blo't'>!er impellers is attributed to the use of the 
electrostatic precipitator and possibly to the steaming procedures 
Several recommendations were developed 
for any commercial size blol'!~r. 
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• Stage drains and steaming facilities are necessary. 
• A low sEe~d unit, 1725 rpm or less, apoears desirable. 
• Easy access to the blower internals is essential. 
(2) Recycle Gas Piping 
Recycle gas was transported in light 
wall, l2-·gauge carhon steel ducting. No insulation was provided 
for these runs. All lines were pitched and crains were provided 
at low points. Line skimmers did not appear to be beneficial 
except during startups. 
Line blanking flanges for isolation of 
all major equipment are recommended in future installations. 
f. Vent Gas 
Vent gas was discharged directly to the 
retort stack in light \'1all, l2--gauge, carbon steel ducting. 
No noticeable plume was visible on warm days. 
On cool days, the moisture in t~\e vent formed a fog which was 
rapidly dissipated. 
g. Dra\'t7off System and Spent Shale Disposal 
(1) Dra"lOff Systems 
drawoff systems was 
Figure 8. 
dem
The operability of tl,TO different shale 
onstrated. These systems are shown on 
(a) Single Level Dra~roff 
A single level drawoff system was 
installed during the original construction of Retort No.3. This 
system incorporated the design criteria developed from 60-ton 
bin tests (12-feet diameter) during Stage I (8). The dra\-Joff 
was located five feet below the recycle headers to orovide the 
necessary shale flow calming section (lS). Six 20-1nc, diameter 
pipes on 36-inch by 40-inch center lines transported shale from 
the retort to the proportioning cone. AEproXimotelY 10 square 
feet of retort cross-sectional area can e served by one drawoff 
pipe (16). 
Shale flow patterns in the retort 
were studied. Necessary adjustments were made by changing the 
spacing of the weir plates in the proportioning cone. These 
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patterns above the recycle distributors. The scale-up potential 
of this drawoff system is good. Although tests of all three 
shale sizes were attempted, only the 1- to 2 1/2-inch fraction 
was operated in the retort for a prolonged period using this 
drawoff system. 
Shale moved through the proportion­
ing cone to a choked-flm., scre'''' feeder This unit, a Thomasc 
Conveyor Company l8-inch diameter variable pitch enclosed screw 
conveyor, was used to control the shale rate of flow. The feeder 
functioned satisfactorily. 
(b) Double Roll Drawoff sy~ 
During April 1967, the original 
U. S. Bureau of rUnes double roll drawoff unit was installed to 
replace the single level drawoff system (17). The roll feeder 
system was used to break up any agglomerates or clinkers which 
could pass through the "open-type" air distributor hardware that 
was also installed at that time. (One of the design assumptions 
for the single level drawoff system was that no clinkers larger 
than ten inches in didmeter would reach the drawoff.) 
Baffles, developed by the U. S. 
Bureau of Hines, were installed over the rolls to create a 
uniform shale flow pattern above th2 recycle distributors. These 
baffles did limit the maximum clinker size passing through t~e 
slot openings. 
Earlier tests conducted by the 
Mechanical Models Group had indicated that a simpler and more 
open baffle system could be used to influence the uniformity of 
shale flow in the retort (18). This system was installed and 
immediately removed due to the hitjher po'tl·'er requirements neces­
sary to operate a 9-foot 3-inch exposed roll, versus a 6-foot 
4-inch explosed roll for the baffled system. 
The method of adjustment to influ­
ence shale flow patterns with this system was net readily 
apparent. Very l~ttle model work has been completed with this 
configuration and the scale-up potential has not been determined 
(8) • 
Two sizes of shale, 1/4 to 1 inch 
and 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch were tested with the roll drawoff system. 
Also, the U. S. Bureau of nines used this system for experimenta­
tion with 1- to 2-inch shale. 
Shale flo,.., rates were controlled 
by varying the speed of the roll feeder using the drive equipment 




Spent shale from the screw feeder was 
conveyed through two six-vane pocket-type feeders to t\,lO enclosed 
l8-inch diameter scre,! conveyors. Water was injected into the 
screw conveyors to wet the shale just before it was dumped onto 
the discard nile. Spent shale was spread over the disposal area 
by a bulldozer. A slusher and scraper had been installed for 
this service but proved to be unsatisfactory. Wet shale packed 
in the scraper and would not dump at its point of release. The 
spent shale conveying system has been fully described (19). 
Several problems developed in handling 
spent shale. Bearings and hangers on the screw conveyor failed. 
This was ascribed to jamming the larger pieces of shale against 
the hangers. A conveyor much larger than that recommended for 
normal 2 1/2-inch crushed rock (la-inch diameter screw) is needed 
to satisfactorily convey the 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale fraction. A 
24-inch conveyor '"ould have been a better selection. 
All screw fli~h~s must be hardfaced. It 
was necessary to replace all of the or1g1nal screw conveyor 
flights with new hardfaced units by the end of the operation. 
Spent shale disposal methods employed at 
Retort No. 3 were applicable only to that unit. Naterinq of 
sEent shale was necessary both to minimize dust and to prevent 
ignition of the stockpile. Measurements made of water used for 
this purpose indicated that approximately one gallon per minute 
of water per ton per hour of shale was consumed to satisfy both 
needs (20). Bench scale studies were also made of the \'later 
requirements to eliminate both dust and to t<let cold spent shale 
(21). Reported data._indicated that a maximum '\;'1ater utilization 
of 18 to 24 wt % of the shale could be required. This p(~rcentage 
closely approximates Retort No. 3 measured values. riater 
requirements to cool spent shale were not included in the bench 
scale study but are no more than 0.25 gallon per minute per ton 
per hour of shale. 
The spent shale problem was not studied 
extensively during the program. HQl;1eVer, because of local, state 
and national conservation interests, spent shale disposal must 
be intensively investigated before commercialization. 
h. Liquid Product 
Liquid product from the retort, a mixture of 
oil and water, was gathered from the multiclone, precipitator, 
skimmers, and line drains. In order to minimize formation of 
an oil-water emulsion, which is aggravated by pumping, all pro­
duct flowed by gravity to a decanter for separation. Oil from the 
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decanter flowed to a small storage tank for volumetric measuring. 
It was then pumped through a metering, sampling, and ~later 
monitoring system to day storage tanks. Oil was pumped to the 
main storage tanks from this point. The water from the decanter 
flowed to a small metering tank. The liquid product system 
installed is shown on Anvil Points Drawing RB 374. 
(1) Decanter 
A considerable effort was made to develop 
a workable decanter system (22). An oil product with less thC'm 
1/2% water was desired. These efforts were unsuccessful primarily
because of the accumulation of a non-removable ;; rag" layer. 
This problem can be eliminated by other 
treatment methods. Little water was found in liquid product 
streams from the multiclone - less than 0.3%. Therefore, most 
of the water was produced in the precipitator. This unit was 
uninsulated and presented a large condensing surface. One method 
would prevent the surface condensation of water in the preCipita­
tor. Insulating the precipitator and maintaining retort offgas 
temperatures at 140 F \'Tould make it possible to remove essentially 
all the water formed as vapor in the vent stream at the 6000-foot 
elevation. Because the water condensed only on the exposed sur­
face of the preCipitator, the effect on yield should be negligi­
ble. A second method of eliminating t:1e problem would employ a 
decanter with the added feature of a "rag" layer removal system. 
The inability to remove the "rag U layer made the conventional 
decanter tested with Retort No. 3 inoperable. A third method 
would be the direct approach of water removal from settling
tanks. Two or three settling tanks, sized to provide about one 
hour total residence time, would be adequate to collect total 
product, settle and drain the water, and then pump the dewatered 
product to storage. 
(2) Oil MeteringaI'!d Sampling 
Product oil was metered and sampled 
using a National Tank Company metering system, LACT unit Model 
106-20-2020 (Lease Automatic Custody Transfer). The system 
incorporated an A. O. Smith Company oil meter which was tempera­
ture compensated and a True Cut liquid sampler which was actuated 
by the meter for proportionate sampling. Calibrations of the 
meter were made by both a commercial proving company and the 
Retort Group staff. Differences of no more than 0.11% were found 
between the prover and calibrating units (23). This unit func­
tioned very satisfactorily. 
(3) Storage 
Total liquid product storage capacity 
was approximately 15,000 barrels. All liquid piping was electri­
cally heat traced and product tanks were stearn coil heated. 
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(4) Materials of Construction 
All liquid product and connecting piping 
were made of carbon steel. 
i. Instrumentation 
Instrumentation of Retort No. 3 was divided 
into two systems; shale flO\'7 and controls, and process gas flow 
and controls including temperature and pressure measurements. 
Shale flow systems are detailed on Drawing RB 454, RB 455, RB 457, 
RB 472, RB 473, RB 474, and RB 482. Process flow instrumentation 
is shown on Drawings RB 466 and RB 482. 
(1) Control Sy~tems 
All gas and shale flo,"I, level, and pres­
sure controls were supplied by Fischer & Porter with the exception
of the raw shale flow controller. These systems, which ~tlere com­
pletely direct current electronic, functioned satisfactorily after 
normal startup difficulties. 
One feature of the gas flolfl control 
systems was their automatic temperature and pressure compensating 
circuits. All flo"IS were read and controlled in SCFH. This 
proved to be valuable for reliable rate settings. Orifice meters 
were used for verification. 
The spent shale flo\<I control system 
incorporated several modes of control including a cascade system 
with high and low speed stops as desired. Retort operability 
appeared to be very sensitive to changes in the rate of shale 
withdrawal because gas rates were maintained at constant levels. 
The controller was generally operated with a constant rate IImanual 
setting. In a commercial application, a cascade loop that ratios 
both air flow and recycle flo\'7 to shale flow would be desirable. 
Radiation or nuclear sensing devices 
were used to sense and control shale levels in bins and pipes. 
These units, supplied by Instruments, Inc., were used throughout 
the retort system and functioned satisfactorily. 
(2) Raw Shale Flow Controller 
The ra\V' shale rate controller and weigh 
bin weight sensing recorder were electronic units supplied by the 
Leeds & Northrup Company. 
(3) Temperature Measurement 
Temoerature recorders and 1e line burnert 'temperature controller t'1ere purchased from the ~Unneapolis-I.i:oney­
well Regulator Co. 
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Internal retort temperatures were 
measured using multi-point thermowells desiqned at Anvil Points. 
Thermowells were made of type 330 stainless steel. Other thermo­
well materials such as tyryes 304 and 316 stainless steel failed 
in service due to gas erosion. It was f~und mandatory to keep 
the 10'tler end of the retort thermo,,,ells out of the combustion 
zone or at nominal temperature levels below about 1500 F to 
insure long life. 
(4) Motor Valves 
~10tor valves for gas flo'l:01 controls were 
the Rock'>lell rianufacturing Company butterfly valves. These 
valves functioned satisfactorily. Due to the tenden~ of residual 
oil to solidify in any gas lines, valves were l~ft in an open 
position when the retort was operating. 
(5) Alarms 
A 10-point panel alarm system was pur­
chased from the SCNl Instrument Corp. This unit \-Jas used to 
monitor the level of shale in all bins, movement of shale belt 
systems, and instrument air pressure. It was valuable in the 
sensing and diagnosiS of flO\o1 problems. 
(6) Electrical Interlock_~stem 
Zero speed switches were installed on 
all conveyor belts, pocket feeders, and screw conveyors to sense 
and locate a stoppage of shale flow. The zero speed switches 
electrically interlocked all shale transport to prevent piling 
of shale and equipment damage. 
Belt-driven zero speed switches performed 
reliably. Zero speed switches which were directly coupled to the 
drive unit faIled because of thermal expansion and vibration. 
(7) Instrument Air 
An instrument air compressor with a 
minus 10 F chiller dried air supplied to the motor valve 
operators and for purging of pressure-sensing tubing. A minus 
40 F system is recommended for a commercial installation. 
(8) General 
The instrumentation as developed for 
Retort No. 3 \\Tas satisfactory. 
Jud~ing from the response of the retort 
to process changes and remed1al methods developed to correct 
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impending process upsets, control of the entire operation from 
startup through shutdown may be computerized. 
j. Corrosion-Erosion 
A comprehensive program to study corrosion 
and erosion in all retort and supporting facility systems was 
undertaken (24). No unusual material requirements due to 
corrosion were found during this study. 
Erosion rates were found high where shale 
was in free fall, at a relatively high velocity, or \'lhere hard­
ware was perpendicular to the flow path. 
Fouling or deposits we:e found in the dead 
volume in the retort above the shale bed, 1n the low velocity gas 
piping upstream of the multiclone, and in the piping immediately 
following the recycle blouer. 
k. Sampling Systems 
(1) Gas Sampling 
The gas sampling system is detailed on 
Drawings RC 132 and ~B 273. This system was revised several 
times to improve carbon balance data. 
The gas chromatograph, supplied by 
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, used for Retorts No. 1 
and No. 2 was installed on Retort lJo. 3. It was used to monitor 
02, C02, l!2, and CH4 during startup, operation, and shutdown. The 
startup procedure \'las based on oxygen consumption data from this 
unit. 
This unit performed satisfactorily in 
service on Retorts No. 1, ~o. 2, and No.3. 
(2) Liquid Sampling 
Liquid sa~pling employed a True Cut 
sampler, True Cut Products, Inc., 'l1hich was actuated by the oil 
product meter to develop a representative saMple. 
(3) Raw Shale - Spent Shale 
The raw and spent shale sampling systems 
initially installed were similar to those developed by the U. S. 
Bureau of Mines. The systems had appeared to perform well on 
Retort No.2. Essentially a cutter sampled the main shale stream, 
the cut portion was crushed, and the crushed shale was finally 
split in an eight-stage riffler. 
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During November 1966, a study was made 
to determine if the riffled sample was representative of the 
main raw shale stream. This work showed that discrepencies 
existed (25). A program was undertaken to develop a riffler 
\01hich would give a representative sample (26). The program was 
successful and the equipment installed on both the raw and spent 
shale sampling systems during May and June of 1967 respectively. 
1. Liquid Removal Systems 
Retort No. 3 was extensively revised during 
late July 1967 (27, 28, 29). The revision included installation 
of retort internals to remove liquid from the shale bed and an 
external hot liquid treating and recycling system. Dra\'Tings 
RC 156 Revisions 0 through 5 and RB 403 Revisions 4 through 8 
detail various flow schemes and the retort internal configurations 
tested. The results of the experimental work have been reported
(30) • 
Two serious problems of a mechanical nature 
developed during the test periods. Severe plugging of screen and 
bar grids and internal drain lines occurred. Asphalt-like 
deposits developed on the retort internals. All other mechanical 
problems that occurred appeared solvable. 
m. Mechanical Operability Problems 
Mechanical problems associated with Retort 
No. 3 operation are similar to those that will be found with 
larger retorts. Problems existed in three areas; mechanical 
equipment associated with shale movement, the electrical power 
system, and instrumentation. 
The requirements of reliable ra\-1 and spent 
shale transport equipment and related electrical interlock 
systems are paramount. While outages of raw shale feed can be 
tolerated for short periods of time, the spent shale withdrawal 
and removal system must be continuously operative to stabilize 
retort operation. Several tests were aborted because of short­
time stoppages of the spent shale. 
A reliable electrical power system is required 
Rock, mud, and snow slides caused several power failures each 
year. Operational procedures were established to cope with this 
situation (31), but the risk of forming clinkers as a result of 
power outages still remains. 
Reliable and accurate shale rate and gas 
flo\l.1 rate sensing and control systems are mandatory. Air and 
recycle gas rates per ton of raw shale feed determine the yield 
and operability of the process. Since air and recycle gas rates 
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are generally set close to their maximum operable limits, a lower 
than specified shale rate without corresponding reduction in gas 
rates will quickly cause a shutdown of the unit. 
4. Maintenance and Utilities 
a. t1aintenance 
(1) Daily 
A seven-day per week maintenance schedule 
was established. The Hechanical Engineering Group was responsible 
for the personal inspection of all operating equipment and review 
of the operations log books. All repairs were initiated as a 
result of these daily inspections, the work receiving a top 
priority. 
(2) Turnarounds 
A master turnaround list '-Tas established. 
Most items on the list were scheduled for necessary servicing 
on each turnaround regardless of the length of the operating 
period. Revisions to the retort were added to the turnaround 
list. 
b. Utilities 
The following is a summary of the utilities 
for Retort No.3. 
(1) Electric PO\'ler - Plant Area 
Transformers for recycle blower! three 
Westinghouse 667 KVA units, 13,800 v/4l60 v. 
Transformers for retort, crusher, boiler 
house, plant~ 1 - 750 KVA, 13,800 v/440 v unit. 
Power consumption 
Recycle Blower 350 KVA 
Crusher Plant and Shale Conveyors 250 KVA 
Retort No. 3 200 KVA 
Boiler House 150 KVA 
Plant Services 100 KVA 
(2) fA1ater 
Crusher 3 gpm 
Scrubber 1 gpm 
Retort 1'100 3 - SaI1'.pling 3 gpm 
Retort No. 3 - Spent Shale 15 gpm 
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(3) Steam 
Steam "t'.1as consumed for heating buildings, 
product tanks, and tracing of the liquid disengaging study piping. 
No estimate was made of the consumption. 
(4) Instrument Air 
10 SCFM 
(5) Gas 
LPG was used for the line burner 
operation. 
5. Conclusions 
In reviewing t 11e Stage I and Stage II Programs, 
it becomes very evident that the mining, crushing, and retorting 
operations are heavily materials handling oriented. The success­
ful operation of a shale oil producing complex will rely largely 
on the competence of the design and the operating reliability of 
installed equipment. 
Expertise was developed during the research program 
in these areas. Information developed and reported in various 
Technical r·iemoranda will materially aid the designer to work \tJ'i th 
confidence. 
Demonstration runs had been made in Retort No. 2 
wi th three fractions of spent shale at what 'VTas judged to be 
optimum process conditions. The shale fractions tested \-Jere 
1/4 to 1 inch, 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch, and 1 to 2 1/2 inch (32). 
These conditions ~'I7ere to be utilized in Retort No. 3 to demon­
strate scale-up of process design requirements, hardware systems, 
and associated equipment. The effect of scale-up on operability, 
and judgments of further scale-up potential of systems and 
equipment are made against this background. 
a. Scale-up Potential 
(1) Process Flow ~eSlu,irement;~ 
Results of testing various shale 
fractions in Retort No. 3 showed that process air and gas flow 
design requirements were sensitive to a scale-up in retort bed 
cross-sectional are3. 
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Comparing Retort No. 2 demonstration 
runs, only two shale fractions, 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch and 1- to 
2 1/2-inch ranges, were operable at specified shale rate condi­
tions. The 1- to 2 1/2-inch fraction used essentially the same 
processing conditions found best in Retort No.2 (33). The 
1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale fraction used the same air rate, and 
was operable only 't17ith considerably less recycle gas (34). Pre­
heated air was used to minimize temperature gradients along the 
air headers. The 1/4- to 1-inch fraction was operable at reduced 
shale rates, utilized dilution gas in the combustion zone, and 
an "open!! type air distributor (fewer air risers and wider 
spacings than indicated by the design criteria) (35). 
(2) Operabi1itx 
Results of testing various shale sizes 
in Retort No. 3 showed that increasing the size of the retort 
cross-sectional areas was a significant design factor affecting 
operability. 
Shale agglomerates formed by mist 
impaction and/or liquid deposition cause and enforce gas channel­
ing (30). Once this condition has developed, the shale agglomer­
ate will flow down into the combustion zone. It 't·Ti11 form a 
clinker if it is too large to pass through the air distributor 
hardware. The clinker creates a shale and gas channeling condi­
tion \<lhich forces shutdo\'Jn. 
This was particularly the case for the 
1/4- to 1-inch and 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale size fractions pro­
cessed. These fractions are more conducive to mist removal than 
the 1- to 2 1/2-inch fraction. Essentially a dry bed condition 
must be created in the retorting zone to prevent agglomerate 
formation and gas channeling in retorts of large cross-sectional 
area. If a dry bed condition can be created above the combustion 
zone, further scale-up in retort size is judged feasible. 
(3) Startup Equipment 
Results of testing various shale sizes 
in Retort No. 3 proved that the startup equipment requirements 
developed for Retort No. 2 were applicable and do not change as 
the cross-sectional area increases. 
(4) Bed Height 
Results of testing the three specified 
shale sizes in Retort No. 3 showed that the bed heiqht design 
requirements remain essentially constant as the retort area 
increases (33, 34, 35). 
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b. Retort Size Suitability for Shale Testing 
Retort No. 3 was well suited to test the 
sizes of shale studied and could be considered a minimum size for 
further major development work. Several significant factors 
affecting operability were developed from tests in the larger 
retort. These factors were not readily evident with tests in the 
small Retorts No. 1 and No.2. This analysis may assist in 
planning future experimentation. 
(1) Bed Diameter to Height Aspect 
It is generally known that high ratios 
of bed diameter to bed height (D/H) are conducive to channeling 
of either gas or solids flow. The D/H ratio in Retort No. 3 was 
greater in all cases than in Retort No.2. Further, the D/H
ratios for the two fractions most difficult to process, because 
of channeling, in Retort No.3 were the highest. 
The equivalent diameter (36) of Retort 
No.1 was 1.67 feet, Retort No.2 was 3.0 feet, and Retort No.3 
was 7.5 feet. 
The D/H ratios calculated for the three 
shale fractions processed are shown be10''1 ; 
Equivalent Bed Diameter to Bed Height Ratio 
Shale Fraction Retort No.1 Retort No.2 Retort No.3 
1/4 to 1 inch 0.30 0.55 1.36 
1/4 to 2 1/2 inch 0.32 0.79 
1 to 2 1/2 inch 0.24 0.60 
A qualitative evaluation of operability 
indicates that a D/H ratio of 1.0 could be critical. In order to 
test this effect, 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale should be evaluated in 
a retort with a D/H ratio of at least 1.0. This requires a 
diameter of more than 12.5 feet. 
(2) Bed Perimeter to Area Aspect 
Gas channeling at the walls may be a 
problem in vessels with a large perimeter to bed area ratio. The 
bed perimeter to bed area ratio of Retort No. 3 was small enough 
so that the effects of further scale-up are minimal. A compari­





Retort Retort Retort Element 
No. 2 No. 3 Section 20' by 20'--­
Perimeter, feet 
Bed Area, sq ft 





12.75 32 80 
9.6 60 200 
1.3 0.53 0.2 
The assumption in this case is that 
gas channeling at the wall is constant per linear foot of wall. 
(3) ~ed Area Versus Shale Loadin9 Forces 
Retort No. 3 was suitable in size to 
include the effects of interparticle shale forces on retorting 
operability. Tests made by the U. S. Bureau of rUnes in Retort 
No.1, 20-inch diameter, with 1/4- to 1 1/2-inch and 1/4- to 3­
inch shales showed that the retort walls carried shale loading 
forces for bed heights in excess of 24 inches (37). Tests in the 
half-section mechanical models (30 square feet area) (38) 
indicated that loads equivalent to the weight of shale above the 
hardware were imposed on distributors by ra,'l shale. These tests 
indicated that Retort No. 3 was large enough to minimize the 
shale load carrying aspects of the retort walls. Therefore, this 
effect should not be a factor in further scale-up. 
B. Retort No.2 
1. ~stem Desc~iption and Design Criteria 
a. System Description - Figure 9 
Retort No. 2 was extensively modified to 
obtain shale throughputs as high as 85 tons per day of shale. The 
U. S. Bureau of r-1ines rated the throughput at 25 tons per day. 
Crushed rat'1 shale was stored in three 60-ton 
covered bins located north of the retort. A two to t l1ree day 
operating supply was available with this storage capacity. The 
bins were Erovided with a single level drawoff system to prevent 
shale size segregation as shown on Figure 10. 
Shale for retort feed was drawn from any or 
all of the storage bins as desired. The \',reight of shale 'VTas 
recorded as it was used. Shale was conveyed to the retort on 
covered belt conveyors. It entered the top of the retort through 
a pocket feeder which served as a top pressure seal. 
The retort body was 30 feet tall. Its inter­
nal cross-section measured 28 3/4 inches by 48 inches at the 
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A stainless steel liner was later incorporated in the retort and 
used during most of the experimental period. An isometric view 
of Retort No. 2 is shown on Figure 11. 
Retort internals consisted of riser-type air 
distributors, a horizontal perforated pipe recycle gas distribu­
tor, the shale bed height adjustment mechanism, the offgas col­
lectors, and a vertical thermowell. 
Spent shale \'las withdra,,,n from the retort 
using a double roll-type feeder. It "Tas then fed through b10 
pocket-type feeders, which functioned as the bottom pressure seal. 
Spent shale was finally conveyed on two enclosed high temperature 
belts to a weigh bin, and then trucked to a canyon for disposal. 
Air and recycle gas were supplied to the 
retort, pressured by impeller-type positive rotary compressors.
The flow rate was controlled. A line burner, piped in parallel 
to the air system, was used to preheat air and dilution gas. 
1'iist recovery ",as accomplished using a surge
drum, a cyclone, a mechanical "Demisterl:, and an electrostatic 
precipitator in series. This was later simplified to a multiclone 
followed by the precipitator. 
Liquid product was collected in two systems. 
One system gathered product fro~ the surge drum and mechanical 
collectors. The second system measured product recovered in the 
precipitator. The product '-Tas weighed, and sampled ",hen being
pumped to storage. 
A pneumatic control system was used for gas 
and air flows. ~1ost of this equipment was used by the U. S. 
Bureau of Hines during their experimental program. The shale 
flow control system was new and Rctuated electronically. 
b. Design Criteria 
Retort No. 2 was substantially modified for 
experimental studies. Process design conditions were established 
to permit a wide latitude of operating and test conditions. Mate· 
rials of construction and internal ha.rdware systems ",ere specifiec 
and designed from the view point of suitability for Retort No. 2 
requirements and for applicability in Retort No.3. Table 4 
itemizes the process design conditions. 
2. Construction of Retort No.2 
The new Retort No. 2 construction ",as designed by 
the r'lechanical Engineering Group. All drafting and construction 
work was performed by Research Foundation personnel. The retort 







PROCESS DESIGN CONDITIONS - RETORT NO. 2 

Shale Rate, lb/Chr) (ft2) 
Shal~ Throughput, ton/day 
Air Rate, SCF/T Shale 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T Shale 
.Dilution Gas Rate, SCF/T Shale 
Shale Size Ranges, Inches 
Retort Cross Section, Inches 
Bed Heights, Feet 
Shale Heating Zone 
Shale Cooling Zone 
Pressure, Inches of Water, Gauge 
Top of Retort 
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28 3/4 X 48 








Use existing Electrostatic 
Precipitator plus other 
mechanical mist collectors 
(l)Shale and gas flows actually sized for 15% additional capacity 






test program during December of 1964, further reV1S1ons were made 
to the retort. The taper was removed from the retorting zone and 
a series of horizontal air distributors were installed. These 
revisions \-lere completed in Nay 1965 and Retort No. 2 was again 
put into operation4 During the initial three months of the 
second study period, several significant changes were made to the 
retort internals. The horizontal-type air distributors proved 
unsatisfactory (39) and a riser-type air distributor system was 
designed, installed, and tested (40). A stainless liner, which 
extended into the shale cooling zone, shown on Drawing RB 66, 
was installed following a two-week test period of the first riser 
air distributor hardware. Development work continued during the 
next 12-month period which resulted in refinements to the liner 
and riser-type air distributor systems. The major changes are 
shown on Figure 12. Essentially, the liner was shortened to a 
level a-inches above the air inlet, riser air injection port 
velocities ~lere lowered to the 50 to 100 ft/sec level, and hori­
zontal hardware streamlining was incorporated (39, 41). Shorten­
ing of the liner created a retort with two cross-sectional areas. 
The retort bed area in the lined section was 7 to 10% less than 
the unlined portion of the retort. All ratings of shale flow 
were based on the lined area in both Retort No. 2 and Retort 
No.3 studies (42). 
3. Conclusions 
Retort No. 2 was used to achieve several goals in 
developing the retorting process for high throughput operations. 
First, the scale-up potential of processing and design criteria 
developed during Retort No 1 studies were evaluated in theo 
larger retort. Second, Retort No. 2 was used to study process 
conditions, demonstrate operability and yields (43) I and determine 
process design requirements for various shale sizes. These data 
were also used to form the basis for evaluating Retort No. 3 
operation. Finally, Retort No. 2 was used to develop hard't'lare 
systems and to evaluate materials of construction for use in 
Retort No.3. Of course, these systems were also necessary to 
improve the operability of Retort No.2. 
a. Process Design Require~ents 
The scale-up of process requirements in 
Retort No. 2 using Retort No. 1 as a base unit was judged reason­
able. It was found during Retort No. 3 studies that Retort No. 2 
was too small a unit to properly evaluate retorting requirements. 
However, Retort No. 2 can be considered as a valuable screening 
unit for process studies and training vehicle. 
be Hardware Systems and Equipment 
Several major hardware systems and system 
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These included the air and recycle gas distributors, mist recovery 
handling, and materials of construction. 
(1) Air and Recycle Gas Distributors 
A considerable development program 
evolved to develop air and recycle gas distributor requirements
(8, 40, 44, 45). Retort No.2 was very sensitive and responsive 
to changes in distributor design. Various distributor designs 
tested in Retort no. 2 studies have been described (41). An 
incisive analysis of distributor design requirements (12) was 
also formulated as a result of these development programs and 
retorting tests. Retort No. 2 proved to be most valuable for this 
work. 
(2) Mist Recovery Systems 
The need of an efficient mist recovery 
system was shot'7n during Retort No. 2 testing. Several different 
types of recovery equipment were also tested. In all cases, the 
electrostatic precipitator was found to be the most efficient 
recovery element tested. 
Equipment incorporated in the mist 
recovery system at various times during the Retort No. 2 studies 
included a surge drum, a Buell lloisture Separator, a multiclone, 
a mechanical ildemister l :, an air cooled condenser, and an electro­
static precipitator (41). All units tested were effective in 
removing mist. Studies also showed that elboHs, valves, and 
pipe runs were effective as mist removal or agglomerating elements 
(46). However, only the electrostatic precipitator was effective 
in removing the very small mist, less than two-microns diameter, 
entrained in the recycle gas. 
The "demister" was found to be unsuitable 
as it fouled in service. The surge drum was installed to prevent 
plugging of the recovery sy;,tem during experimental upsets. It 
was not designed as a mist recovery element nor was it found to 
be needed in service. 
A highly efficient recovery system, 99% 
or better, was found necessary for high product recovery. Pro­
duct yields and unit operability were adversely effected during 
periods of operation t1ithout an operative precipitator. 
(3) Instrumentation 
Host of the shale and gas flo\,1 control 
system requirements used in the Retort No. 3 design were formu­
lated from Retort No. 2 experience. 
The value of the belt-type element for 
shale rate control, the digital voltmeter for setting the shale 
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rate, nuclear shale level sensing equipment, and shale drawoff 
control modes was established during this period. 
The need for temperature and pressure 
corrections in the gas flow control systems, and a more sophisti­
cated line burner control system ''las also shmV'n. 
(4) SEent Shale Handling 
The requirement·· for better equipment to 
handle spent shale \laS developed from problems encountered in the 
Retort No. 2. ~10 four-vane pocket-type feeders were installed 
as the bottom pressure seal. These units created a pulsing con­
dition in the retort. Six-vane units were specified for Retort 
No. 3 to eliminate this condition. 
Enclosed rubber-belt conveyors \-lere used 
to move spent shale from the Retort No. 2 to the weigh bin. This 
system had several deficiencies. The belting ~1as subject to per­
iodic burning. More importantly, the spent shale dust would fill 
the conveyor housing after a period of operation and jam the belts 
and drive. Material and carbon balances were also adversely 
affected due to this loss in material. Enclosed screw conveyors 
were incorporated in the Retort No. 3 design and proved effective. 
(5) Liquid Product Handling Requirements 
The problem of separating water from the 
oil product was repeatedly encountered during Retort No. 2 opera­
tions. Decanters and mixers were employed but were not complete­
ly satisfactory due to sampling problems. A bench-scale study 
was made to determine if oil and water could be separated effec­
tively (47). It was found that water and oil would separate
quickly if they were not emulsified by mechanical mixing before 
the separation stage. This concept was employed in the design of 
the Retort No. 3 decanter. However, the build-up of a If rag:: 
layer in the larger decanter proved to be its shortcoming. 
(6) Materials of Construction 
All materials of construction specified 
for Retort r~o. 2 except the spent shale conveyor system proved to 
be satisfactory in service. Carbon steel was used for all low 
temperature service elements. Type 316 stainless steel was used 
for high temperature service. Denver Fire Clay DFC #50 and 70 
face brick was used in the retort. Light-weight wall piping, with 
Victaulic type fittingn, was used for all low temperature gas
piping. 
These materials of construction were 
later specified when designing Retort No.3. 
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c. Retort Size Suitability for Shale Testing 
At the time Retort No. 2 tolaS being tested, 
the retort appeared satisfactory in size to evaluate and establish 
the process design requirements and internal hardware. 
In retrospect, results from the satisfactory 
operation of Retort No. 2 were not representative of operations 
in a larger retort. Operability problems such as shale and gas 
channeling encountered in Retort No. 3 were not defined in 
Retort No.2. Air temperature variations along the headers 
developed in Retort No. 3 to complicate air distribution. This 
was not a problem in Retort No.2. 
The air oistributor and recycle gas distribu­
tor design criteria established as a result of tests in Retort 
No. 2 did prove valid in Retort No. 3 as did bed height require­
ments for the three sizes of shale tested. 
c. Retort No.1 
1. System Description and Design Criteria 
a. System Description - Figure 13 
Retort No. 1 was extensively modified to pro­
cess shale at a maximum throughput of 20 tons per day. The unit 
throughput was rated at 6 tons per day by the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines. Crushed raw shale was stored in three 60-ton covered bins 
located north of the retort building. Shale for retorting was 
drawn from any or all of the bins as desired. Shale flow was 
rate controlled as it was fed to the retort. The weight of shale 
consumed was \'leighed in a batch bin. This system was common to 
both Retort No. 1 and Retort No.2. Shale ''las conveyed to the 
top of the retort by a series of belt conveyors. Shale entered 
the retort through a pocket feeder which served as a top pressure
seal. 
The retort was cylindrical in shape. It was 
23 feet tall. The retort configuration is shown on Figure 14. 
Retort internals were minimal. Air distribu­
tor hardvlare in the retort consisted on one horizontal pipe pro­
jecting to the center of the retort. Small tubes with one-inch 
projections into the retort on 30 degree spacings were located 
around the retort perimeter. The shc-de inlet pipe, adjustable in 
height, formed the top of the shale bed. Thermowe11s were mount­
ed on the side wall of the retort and inserted as desired. 
Spent shale was wi thdravln from the retort 
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which functioned as the bottom retort seal, and flowed on to an 
enclosed belt conveyor. The belt conveyor moved shale to a weigh 
bin. It was then loaded on a truck and dumped into a canyon. 
Air was introduced into the retort through a 
specially designed peripheral distributor. The amount of air 
flowing to the center of the retort could be adjusted during 
operation. This configuration idealized process conditions be­
cause there was little restriction of the combustion zone. A 
line burner, piped in parallel to the air system, was used to pre­
heat air or dilution gas. 
The recycle gas entered the retort through 
the plenum around the table feeder. 
The mist recovery train was composed of a 
surge drum, a cyclone, a demister, an air cooled condenser, and 
a precipitator. All units were piped in a series/parallel 
arrangement and any unit could be removed without a process upset. 
Liquid product was collected and weighed. It 
was then pumped to storage. Water was separated and drained from 
the weigh tanks. A decanter was also tested in the system. 
A pneumatic system was used to control air 
and gas flows. r10st of the control equipment had been previously 
used by the U. S. Bureau of Mines during their experimental pro­
gram. The shale flow control system was new and electronically
actuated. 
b. Design Criteria 
Retort No. 1 was designed for ex~erimentation 
with a very wide range in operating variables. In order to 
adequately meet the wide range of retort flow requirements, many 
systems were installed in parallel. Table 5 summarizes the pro­
cess design requirements established for Retort No.1. 
2. Construction of Retort No.1 
Modifications to Retort No. 1 were designed by the 
r1echanical Engineering Group at Anvil Points. All drafting and 
construction was performed by Research Foundation personnel. 
Construction of Retort No. 1 was completed
August 28, 1964 when Retort No. 1 was put into operation. 
The shell of Retort No. 1 \-Tas made of 3/8-inch 
thick Type 316 stainless steel. On two occasions the retort wall! 
reached temperatures which permitted the shell to slump. The 





PROCESS DESIGN CONDITIONS - RETORT NO. 1 

Shale Rate, lb/(hr) (ft2) 
Shale Throughput, ton/day 
Air Rate, SCF/T Shale 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T Shale 
Dilution Gas Rate, SCF/T Shale 
Shale Size Ranges, Inches 
Retort Cross Section, Diameter, 
I.D., Inches 
Bed Heights, Feet 
Shale Heating Zone 
Shale Cooling Zone 
Pressure, Inches of Water, Gauge 
Top of Retort 

























(l)Shale and g~s flows actually sized for 15% additional capacity 




high temperatures preclude the incorporation or exposure of 
structural steel in the combustion zone. 
NUITlerous modifications \-lere ITlade to Retort No. 1 
after initial operations. f1any revisions involved the air dis­
tributor installation (41). The U. S. Bureau of Mines rocket­
type air distributor was used initially. This air distributor 
was removed "'hen tests at higher shale rates failed. The rocket 
utilized approximately 11% of the cross-section of the combustion 
zone. The peripheral distributor "las then designed and tested (48) 
A center distributor tl1as added next, and later, the multilevel 
peripheral configuration. 
Hany other revisions "rere made to the retort for 
special studies. Systems ~".ere installed to test external com­
bustion with oxygen, inert gas reheat, and multilevel gas injec­
tion. Equipment was also installed for studies of dust injection, 
oil refluxing, and fines processing. In addition, a 24-inch long 
section was added at the top of the retort to increase the bed 




Retort No. 1 proved 
idealized studies of process variables 
to be 
(49). 
a useful tool for 
Shale sizes studied 
were 

through the drawoff system. 

Revisions to the retort \-Tere possible in 
short periods of time. This factor and the relatively small 
shale flow requirements made the retort a good screening unit. 
b. Electrostatic Precipitator 
The need for an electrostatic precipitator 
was proven during Retort No. 1 studies. Cracked insulators 
occurred frequently and were a major problem until the electrodes 
were properly supported. While the mechanical mist recovery 
system alone was fairly efficient, noticeable product yield 
improvements were experienced ~'I]hen the precipitator '....ras operative. 
c. General 
Small gas losses at the top or bottom of the 
retort had large effects on material balances. A batch type dis­
charge system such as used by the U. S. Bureau of Mines "'!ould be 
needed to effectively eliminate these losses. 
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"MiL 
The retort diameter seriously limits installa­
tion of internal hardware. Studies of hardware must necessarily 
be made in a larger retort. 
Deposits formed on the 'Vralls of the retort 
were very hard and difficult to remove. 
O. General Subjects 
1. Hanpower 
a. Availability 
Manpower is limited in number for staffing a 
facility in the Rifle area. GenerallYkpersonnel Here hired for 
the research program. from an area "Ti thin a sixty-mi Ie radius. 
Any larger enterprise would require extensive hiring from outside 
the immediate area. However, many people who had previously 
lived in the area, returned \-lhen employment opportunities ",ere 
made available. 
b. Skills 
Skilled workmen were fe"" in number. An 
extensive training program N'ould be needed to develop an adequate
supply of skilled trades. Adequate secretarial help, however, 
was available from this area but is limited in number. 
c. Productivity 
The general level of productivity was low. 
The level \\1as generally between 50 to 75% of that expected of 
skilled craftsmen on the East or Gulf Coast. Lack of skills and 
the high altitude contributed to this condition. Althouqh 'oJ'ork 
attitude and diligence was generally good, close supervision of 
work was required for the proper execution of detail. 
2. Material Procurement 
f1aterial procurement facilities in this area were 
adequate for the program needs. Grand Junction is a good supply 
center for heavy equipment and industrial supplies. Fabrication 
shops are available. Denver and Salt Lake City are close enough 
to insure overnight delivery of materials not available from 
Grand Junction. Excellent supplier representation and "Tarehous­
ing, engineering companies, and shop facilities are also available 
in these two cities. 
Shipment of materials to this area is made by air­
freight, truck, rail, and bus. 
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3. Living Accommodations 
Few living accommodations are immediately available 
in the Rifle and Glenwood Springs area. However, adequate trail ­
er courts do exist. 
The cities of Rifle, Glenwood Springs, and Grand 
Junction do have adequate schools, shopping, medical and hospital
facilities, and recreational facilities. 
Transportation to and from the area is available 
by air lines, trains, bus, and good road systems. 
4. Climate 
The climate in the Colorado River Valley is 
excellent the year round. It is essentially dry, only 12 inches 
of rain per year, low humidity, with a yearly temperature range 
of 0 F to 95 F at the Colorado River elevation. Extreme tempera­
tures, however, are -40 F to 100 F. Daily temperature variations 
are between 30 F and 50 F. The weather is ideal for construction 
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